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Université Rennes 2 - CIREFE 
 

Summer school - Preparatory programme for study at a French university  
Course description 

- 4 week-programme from 5 to 30 August 2024 (82 hours’ teaching in all) 
- 2 week-programme from 5 to 16 August 2024 (41 hours’ teaching in all) 

- 2 week-programme from 19 to 30 August 2024 (41 hours’ teaching in all) 
 

Groups for CECRL* levels A1 to C2 
 

* https://www.coe.int/fr/web/common-european-framework-reference-languages/table-1-cefr-3.3-common-reference-levels-global-scale 

 
 
 
 

Levels A1, A2, B1 
 
 
Language study (18 hours per fortnight) A1, A2, B1 

The purpose of this course is to discover the basic structures of spoken and written 
language through oral comprehension, oral expression, written comprehension, 
and written expression activities. 

 
 
Phonetics (9 hours per fortnight) A1, A2, B1 

The phonetics course is based on activities relating to phonetic exactness, written 
and spoken forms, and repeating dialogues and/or grammatical exercises on 
structures studied in the language study course. 

 
 
Civilisation (14 hours per fortnight) A1, A2, B1 

The purpose of the civilisation course is to help students in a few everyday life 
situations and to make them aware of the realities of daily cultural life in France. The 
course emphasises oral production activities, drawing especially on the three-week 
cultural programme. 

 
 
 
 

https://www.coe.int/fr/web/common-european-framework-reference-languages/table-1-cefr-3.3-common-reference-levels-global-scale
https://www.coe.int/fr/web/common-european-framework-reference-languages/table-1-cefr-3.3-common-reference-levels-global-scale
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LEVELS B2, C1, and C2 
 
 
Language study (18 hours per fortnight) B2, C1, C2 

The purpose of this course is to deepen students’ knowledge of the structures of 
written and spoken language through oral comprehension, oral expression, written 
comprehension, and written expression activities. 

 
 
Phonetics (9 hours per fortnight) B2, C1, C2 

This laboratory course is based on activities relating to phonetic exactness, written 
and spoken forms, and repeating dialogues and/or grammatical exercises on 
structures studied in the language study course. 

 
 
French for university purposes (14 hours per fortnight) B2, C1, C2 

The purpose of this course is to familiarise students with French university life in 
Rennes and to discover how to go about studying in a French university. It also seeks 
to provide students with the methodological skills required to follow university 
courses. 

 

 


